Press Release
Opening of the Enerdata Singapore office and Executive Team Strengthening
Grenoble (France), 26th of November 2013
Enerdata is pleased to announce the opening of a new office located in the core of Singapore
Business District Hub and the appointment of Mr. Antonio Della Pelle as its new Managing Director
Asia Pacific.
Enerdata has been experiencing constant growth and it is a recognised brand within governments,
private companies, research institutes in France and Europe. Moreover, in the last few years
Enerdata experienced a very strong growth in the Asia Pacific region: the opening of the office in
Singapore will give Enerdata immediate access and timely support to our Asian Pacific Clients, on
challenging issues such as market perspectives, investment decisions or energy efficiency evaluation.
The Enerdata Singapore Team is a dynamic and fast growing team composed by talented and
experienced people led by Antonio. Antonio comes to Enerdata with over 15 years of experience in
the energy industry with worldwide experience particularly in Refinery, Petrochemical, Power, Gas
and LNG, most recently in South East Asia, North Asia and Oceania.
Antonio spent the last 13 years at KBC Advanced Technologies covering different roles spanning from
Energy Consultant to Director of Business Development and his last position was Partner. Antonio’s
experience of the energy industry has given him significant insight into the needs and challenges of
the industry players. He fully understands the value that an excellent service, high quality
deliverables and strategic partnership can add to the industry player’s business, and intends to apply
this knowledge to enhance and improve the performance of Enerdata in the Asia Pacific region and
beyond.
"With his extensive experience, Antonio Della Pelle is well suited to head Enerdata Singapore", says
Pascal Charriau, Enerdata’s CEO. "Add to this his professional competencies, leadership skills and
constant focus on the client, and we have exactly the qualifications needed to deliver on the
ambitious targets in Enerdata’s strategy."
Antonio Della Pelle said of his appointment: “It’s an exciting and challenging time in the energy
industry and I’m looking forward to leading Enerdata Singapore, and add value by improving our
products and services offering to meet our customers’ needs with the aim to become one of the
leading independent Research & Consulting firms in Asia Pacific and Worldwide.”
About Enerdata
Enerdata is an independent Research & Consulting firm specializing in the global energy and carbon
markets. The company was founded in 1991 and its managers have over 30 years of experience in
economic issues related to midstream and downstream energy.
Our teams are composed of skilled economists, analysts, engineers, industry and IT specialists
constantly thriving to deliver relevant and up-to-date insight.
Leveraging advanced forecasting models and quantitative databases, Enerdata brings innovative
expertise to address complex political, economic and financial issues.
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